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1. PBL Depth from MODIS & CALIPSO + Mean Trajectories

3. Anomalies and Red Noise Behavior in the PBL

5. Factors Affecting PBL Deepening over 24 hours

To reduce variable cross-correlation
and to minimize geographic biases
caused by variable trajectory lengths and
locations, all variables except
precipitation are converted to
anomalies.
A significant driver of the Lagrangian
variability of PBL depth is red noise7.
Anomalies (on average) tend to diminish
in a predictable way to return to their
mean state. This is shown to the right
where anomalies in 0-hour PBL depth
are, on average, followed by changes
that tend to offset the 0-hour anomalies.
Before attributing a change in PBL depth
to any other variable, it is important to
take the red noise behavior into account.

4. Finding Drivers of 𝚫PBL Depth
a) All trajectories are divided into standard
deviation (𝜎) bins based on initial
conditions (in this case LTS anomaly).

The depth of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) is calculated in four eastern subtropical ocean basins. PBL
depth is measured using the difference between the ERA-Interim sea surface temperature (SST)1 and the cloud
top temperature (CTT), assuming a parameterized lapse rate2. Cloud top temperature data come from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) L3 histograms3. Sampling of CTT histograms is
adjusted using concurrent observations from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observation (CALIPSO)4,5. Depths are calculated twice daily for 1x1˚ grid boxes with at least 30% cloud cover.
Trajectories driven by ERA-Interim winds at 925mb are calculated to track samples as the PBL evolves.

b) Within each 𝜎 bin, we compare the 0hour distribution of PBL depth anomalies
(denoted by ‘). The distribution and mean
of 0-hour PBL’ is different in each bin.
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2. Sampling Trajectories with CloudSat, CALIPSO, AMSR-E, and MODIS

All ~160,000 trajectories begin along the CloudSat/CALIPSO ground track. Samples are 200km apart and
200km wide. Trajectories are sampled again every 12 hours by instruments aboard the Aqua satellite for
hours 12-48. Trajectories are calculated daily for years 2007-2010.
• CloudSat measures rain reaching the surface in the RAIN PROFILE6 product at 0 hours.
• The CALIPSO Vertical Feature Mask product measures the vertical profile of clouds along the CALIPSO
curtain at 0 hours. The depth of the PBL is inferred by the frequency distribution of cloud top height5.
• The Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – EOS (AMSR-E) measures liquid water path at wide
viewing angles about the Aqua satellite track.
• MODIS provides measures of PBL depth, cloud cover, and daytime droplet concentration also at wide
viewing angles about the Aqua satellite track.
• The ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset is used to measure SST, lower tropospheric stability (LTS), 700mb
potential temperature (𝜽), 700mb specific humidity (q), and 700mb subsidence (ws)

c) 0-24 hour 𝚫PBL depth is shown for each
LTS’ 𝜎 bin (colors). Also shown is the 0-24
hour 𝚫PBL depth for randomly selected
groups of trajectories with identical
frequency distributions of 0-hour PBL’
(gray). Comparing the two determines
whether LTS’ is a factor, or if red noise is
driving the variability.
d) The residual change in PBL depth is the
change in PBL depth driven by the stability
anomaly, not by red noise (the primary
driver of change of the gray lines). The fit
shows that the PBL deepens more with
lower LTS.

e) Numerous variables can effect 𝚫PBL
simultaneously, and many are correlated
with one another. To untangle potential
effects of cross-correlation we perform the
above (a-d) analysis while holding another
variable constant. Here we use 700mb
specific humidity anomalies (q’700), which
are anticorrelated with LTS’8 and have an
independent effect on PBL deepening.
f) With q’700 held constant in bins, the
above analysis is repeated for each q’700
bin. The slope steepens, suggesting that
the effects of q’700 were masking the
effects of LTS. The takeaway: High LTS’ is
likely to coincide with low q’700. Low q’700
deepens the PBL, low LTS’ also leads to
deepening.

The analysis from part 4 is
carried out for six variables:
precipitation frequency (pcpfq),
droplet concentration anomaly
(N’d), 700mb specific humidity
anomaly (q’700), 700-1000mb
LTS anomaly, and the
accompanying 24 hour changes
in subsidence anomaly (𝚫w’s),
and SST anomaly (𝚫SST’). The
mean slope per sigma bin is
shown for each variable as a
dashed line. The range of
slopes seen when holding all
other variables constant is
shown by the shaded region
surrounding the line.
Of these variables, the
strongest driver of PBL depth
variability is q’700, followed by
𝚫w’s, 𝚫SST’, precipitation
frequency, LTS’, and N’d. The
wide range of slopes seen for
some variables (as in LTS’ and
𝚫w’s) suggests that
confounding variables must be
better accounted for in future
work.

6. Future Work
Going forward, we will use this analysis to test additional variables both internal and external to the marine
Sc PBL8 to determine which factors are most important in modulating variability in the cloud decks. Aside
from the PBL depth we will assess changes to cloud cover, liquid water path, droplet concentration, and
precipitation characteristics. Eventually the analysis may be expanded to other climate regimes.
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